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_  Ergonomic
_  Tool-free assembly
_  Salt water resistant
_  Designed for year-round use

_ EASY TO TRANSPORT
_  Inflatable
_  Light weight
_  Suitable for all vehicles (transportable 
    with a conventional bike rack)

_ LOW MAINTENANCE
_  Simply rinse with fresh water after 
   each use to ensure preservation
_  Eco-FriendlySilent
_  No Harmful Emissions
_  Fully Recyclable

INTRODUCING
RED SHARK’S 
SURF BIKE

redsharkbikesgreece.com



The perfect day trip accessory for 

families, charters, yachts, water 

sport companies, and more...

Suitable for experienced cyclists 

who wish to test themselves by 

riding longer distances with higher 

speeds . Specially designed for 

outdoor water training .

Includes a variety of accessories and 

is capable of carrying additional 

equipment. Suitable for those who 

wish to use their bike for fishing, 

exploring and other adventures.

ENJOY

FITNESS

ADVENTURE



redsharkbikesgreece.com

PERSONAL TRAINING
PROGRAMME
Discover a fitness experience like no other on the Red Shark bike 

board. With the help of our qualified personal trainers you can take a 

ride on the surface of the sea and have a personal training session at 

the same time. This unique activity combines cardiovascular and body 

weight exercises, relying on the fluctuating conditions of the sea and 

the constant need to maintain balance, to burn more than five hundred 

calories at a time. Blending fun physical exertion with spectacular 

views makes exercise more effective and motivating when performed 

on the board. 

Check in with us, enjoy your energy drink* , and start your work out!
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S ONE HOUR COURSE 
WITH PERSONAL TRAINER 

ONE 
PERSON 

ONE 
PERSON 

*Complimentary energy drink at 
Seaside Restaurant either upon 
arrival or after the training 
depending upon the constraints 
on transfer or personal trainer.

**The above transfer prices cover the areas of 
Akrotiri, Perissa, Megalochori and Pyrgos. There 
is an extra 10 euro charge for transfers from/to 
Fira, Firostefani and Imerovigli and an extra 20 
euro charge for transfers from/to Oia,

IMPROVE 
YOURSELF

105 €

ONE HOUR COURSE 
WITH PERSONAL TRAINER 

TWO 
PEOPLE 180 €

ONE HOUR COURSE 
WITH PERSONAL TRAINER 

TWO 
PEOPLE 220 €

ONE HOUR COURSE 
WITH PERSONAL TRAINER 135 €

roundtrip transfer to your hotel**

roundtrip transfer to your hotel**



SANTORINI 
EXCURSIONS

1.
AROUND THE
LIGHTHOUSE

Our three tailor made surf bike routes allow 

you to see Santorini in an unprecedented 

way . Join us on a fun excursion and 

experience Santorini from our unique surf 

bikes .

Along the way you will encounter 

opportunities to dive into Santorini’s inky 

Aegean waters, explore its characteristic 

volcanic rocks, and gaze up from the sea. 

Cycle in the infinite blue sea and 

remember the adventure forever with 

photographs in front of exceptional 

Santorini landscapes.

Cycle along the famous red beach, visit the 

only white beach of the island and dive 

next to the Indian Rock . 

The journey continues underneath 

the Venetian Lighthouse and into 

Santorini’s famous caldera . 

DURATION 3 HOURS

DIFFICULTY MODERATE

WEATHER CONDITIONS 
ALL BUT NORTHWEST WINDS ABOVE 4
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2.
SOUTH ROTA

South Rota starts from Eros Beach 

and crosses the entire southern coast 

of the island. While cycling you will 

pass the ancient Akrotiri, dive in 

front of the red beach, and enjoy a 

refreshment at the striking white 

beach. South Rota is suggested to 

more experienced cyclists.

DURATION 3 HOURS

DIFFICULTY MODERATE

WEATHER CONDITIONS 
ALL BUT SOUTHWEST WINDS ABOVE 4

3.
BELOW OIA

Enjoy a leisurely ride below the 

cosmopolitan town of Oia! Start from 

Ammoudi Bay and pass along the 

southern coast of Armeni village. Here 

you will have the chance to snorkel in 

Santorini’s sapphire waters and enjoy a 

refreshment under an amazing rock 

formation next to the Saint Nicholas 

church. This route is ideal for cyclists 

who wish to enjoy the caldera’s 

colourful rocks and snorkel into 

Santorini’s deepest waters. 

DURATION 3 HOURS

DIFFICULTY EASY

WEATHER CONDITIONS 
ALL BUT SOUTHWEST WINDS ABOVE 5
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Contact
Akrotiri, Santorini. Greece, 84700
T +30 697 002 2266

Sales & information
sales@redsharkbikesgreece.com

follow us

www.redsharkbikesgreece.com

RED
SHARK
SURF
BIKES
TWO IN ONE
SURF BIKE &
STAND UP PADDLE


